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GI!~!:.~:~ ro.~~~. ~~~~:ry. ~ ~'fSON

& Co

O il and W ater Color

PAINTINGS,

•,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Line and M ezzo Tint Engravings, Water
Colored P hotographs, &c.
ALSO, FRAMES OF NEWEST DESIGNS.

276

MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.

Respectfully,

0. D. GLAZIER & CO.

DEMING & FENN,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

FU RNITURE OF ALL

K INDS ,

115 ASYLUM

Including Furniture for Students' Rooms.
No. 105 MAIN STREET, (OPP. A THENEUM.)

JOHN KENN EDY,

Merchant Tailor,

STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN.
LADIES' & GENTS' BOOTS & SHOES
Made to Order and Repaired.

48 STATE STREET.

KRUG, PARISH & CO.,

College Book Store.

M anu/acturers of. Cigars,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS IN

S MOKING

&

BROW_N & GROSS,

CHEWING T OBACCOS,

S nuffs, M eerschaum and Briar Pipes, &c.

B ooKSELLERS

&

S TATIONERS,

NO. 49 ASYLUM STREET,
267 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
MICHAEL POWERS,

L. KRUG,

CHAS. KUEHNHOLD,

R. B. PARISH

HARTFORD, CONN.
F. A. BROWN,

W. H. GROSS.
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Deming & Gundlach,
Watches, Jewelry,

WINTER GOODS
IN STORE
Choice Goods for Men's Wear
Made to order in first style and at short notice.
Very respectfully,

John J. Lehr,

SILVER WARE, ETc.,
NO.

20

Over Conklin's "Bazaar."

STATE STR~ET,

H. W. CONKLIN,
HARTFORD, CONN.

DEALERS IN

Men's ·Furnishing Goods,
And Manufacturer of the Celebrated

W atches of all kinds repaired in the best
manne and warranted to run well.

H . A.

L.

DEM ING.

PHCENIX SHIRTS,
At CONKLIN'S BAZAAR,

.
NO. 264 MAIN STREET,

H.AR'I'FORD, CONN.

GUNDLACH.

SPRING STYLES, 1874.

Temporary Removal!
------

ERNST SCH ALL,
Dealer in

Diamonds, W atches, Chains,etc.
Has removed his office to
113 .ASYLUM ST., (Rose & Mitchell's Music Store.)

We would call the attention of the public to our complete stock
of GENTS' FINE CLOTHING, of our own manufacture. We
guarantee it equal to Custom Work in Quality, Fit, and Make Up.

LOOK AT A FEW PRICES.

Fine Fashionable Shade of Melton,
.
Superior Paletot, In a nobby shade, • •
Fino Imported Crepe, In several colors,
.
. . • •
Very Superior P11.Ietot, of the celebrated Wolff? make,
Hant~i1:°aJfi;'°:;i~!t~o~al, .of t~e c~leb~ate' De!lue'. ma~e,
D. B. Vest,
.
.
.
• • • • .
.
• •
Stylleh English Ca11lmere Pante, •
Making Sp],mdld Sult, all Imported goolle. .
. •
A Ve~ Stylfab ~ngllsb Worsted Diagonal, D. B. Prince Albe.rt
D. B.
to match:
. . • . • • • • • • . • • • . • • •
Pante of Superior Euglleb gualmere,

i~!\•,

flS.00
15.00
18.00
23.00
12 _00
3.00
6.00
21.00
1

~~
8.00

:~~e

1
Particular attention paid to ·
D. B.1t:'!i!\nfn~ ~~i~
froin the ve'ry beat Engliah Woriteda oo.oo
come to this country,
• • • • • • •
00.00
DIAMOND BETTING, WATCH AND JEWELRY Verythat
Superior Englleb CRBB{mere Pante. • • .
• .
8.00
MANUFACTURING AND REPAIRING.
The lowest figure this 11ult would be made to order for would be
t55 to '6().
Everything done in the best possible style.
iteF~:ilrlt~~i~:mcker Edredon:
it::
Satisfaction guaranteed. Call and see.
SPRING AND FALL OVERCOATS.
JAMES CLARKE,

Rl gg:i :~a i::t

BENEDICT BROTHERS,
Importers and Manufacturers of

29 ASYLUM STREET.

E. P• & WM.

KELLOGG,

FINE WA T C H ES, CHAINS, Art and Photograph Gallery,
DIAMONDS,

Jewelry and Silver-Ware,
CoLLEGE BADGES

&

CLASS RINGS A SPECIALTY.

No. 279 MAIN STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.
Picture Frames of all kinds made at short
notice, and prices reasonable.

171 BROADWAY,
Cor. Courtland! Street,
NEW YORK.

Photographs Executed in every si!~:i-~ct~~:1!:arranted~

;TKEEPERs OF THE CITY TIME.

Special Attention paid to Class Pictures.

•
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lliRTFoRn, CoNN., APRIL, 1874:.

PRESIDENT JACKSON.
THoBE of the students who were spending
the Easter Recess at the college were startled
at learning on the morning of Sunday, April
19th, of' the death of President Jackson. He
was taken sick on Thursday, the 5th day of
March, and was unable to come to the chapel in
the evening to deliver one of the Lenten lectures which he had assigned to himself. On
the following day he heard a recitation in the
morning, and officiated at prayers at noon
and in the evening; but after he went home
from evening prayers he never again left his
room. His disease was a complication of
pnenmonia and pleurisy, causing little pain,
but producing great weakness. His condition
was considered pl'ecarious from the very first ;
but the general tendency of the symptoms
seemed favorable, and hopes were entertained
of his recovery, for which prayers were offered
constantly in the chapel. The Senior class
· sent the President several beautiful baskets
of flowers, and all the students showed t.heir
deep affection ·for him in many ways. The
whole community was profoundly affected
with sympathy for him, and the many inquiries which were made concerning his health,
and the many kind words which were said of
him, showed how highly he was esteemed
among the citizens; while · the alumni and
friends at a distance felt perhaps even more
anxious-than those who were nearer him and
who caught ·at every announcement of more
favorable symptoms and magnified it into
sure promise of recovery. There was no ~ime
when Dr. Jackson and those who were near,

a
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est him felt more strongly that he was really
mastering his disease than on the two days
before he died; and when he joined in- the
prayers which were offered at bis bedside on
Saturday evening, he seemed better than for
a long time before. But in the night he began to grow weaker; and, having fallen
asleep, he awoke iii the better land, apparently without any bodily suffering and in
perfect peace of mind.
The announcement of the President's death
fell like a th underbolt on .the college and the
city. Expressions of sorrow and of sympathy
were heard on every side from meu in overy
position in life; and as the Monday papers
told the sad story throughout the country, the
alumni of the college and the many others
who knew the P1·esident, felt that they had
indeed lost one of their best friends. The
students met and appointed committees to
prepare a testimonial of respect, to drape the
chapel in• mourning, and to make arrangements for singing at the services of burial.
A committee of the Trustees and the Faculty took charge of the funeral, which was
appointed for W,odnesday afternoon. Twentyfour studenti:3, six from each class, were
selected as bearers, to serve eight at a time.
The body, dressed iu a surplice and stole,
with a Bible upon the breast, lay in an oaken
coffin upon a bier, and was brought to the
chapel at ten o'clock; where it lay in state,
with dettichments of students as guards of
honor, a great number of friends taking this
opportunity of looking for the last time upon
the face of one whom they so much respected
and loved. The· chapel was very heavily
draped with black cloth, the sombre appear ..
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ance of which was relieved by white flowers.
Of these, the large cross which stood over the
altar and the anchor which stood at its base
were the gift of the students; the cross upon
the coffin was sent by the Trinity students at
the Berkeley School ; the crown upon the
coffin and the wreath over the President's
chair were the gift of Mrs. Samuel Colt; and
there were many other beautiful tributes of
affection.
At a quarter before two o'clock the
chapel was filled with the family, the officers · of the college, specially invited guests,
alumni, and students. The Rt. Rev. Drs.
Williams, Niles, and Paddock with the officiating priests went into the chancel, and a
brief service was read by the Rev. Professors
Hart and Pynchon. The opening sentences
were Rev. vii. 15, 16, 17 ; the Psalms from the
Psalter which were chanted were the twentythird and the on~, hundred and twenty-first;
the Lesson was I. Thess. iv. at verse 13; and
the Collects were those for the day, EasterEven, EaRter-Day, the fourth and the sixth
Sundays after Trinity. Bishop Paddock pronounced the benediction.
At the close of the service the coffin was
covered with a pall and was borne from the
chapel, preceded by the bishops and the
clergy who were to officiate, attended by the
bearers and followed by the family, the
Trustees, Presidents Van Rensselaer of
Hobart, Woolsey of Yale, and Cummings
of Wesleyan, the Faculty of the Divinity School, the Faculty of the College, the Students, the Alumni, the college servants, and other· friends. The
whole procession moved on foot slowly
across the park to St. John's Church,
which the Rector, in very thoughtful kindness, had offered to be used for the occasion,
as a larger chapel of the college. The
church was crowded. As the procession
moved up the aisle, Bishop Paddock
read the opening sentences. The anthem
was sung by the students; the Rev. Professor

Russell read the lesson ; the hymn beginning:
" Brief life ls here our portion,"

was sung ; and prayers were read by Bishop
Niles. The chancel of the church was
draped in mourning and decorated with
flowers.
·
On leaving the church, the body was placed
in a hearse, and a lop.g procession of carriages,
in which provision was made for all the officers and undergraduates of the college, followed it to Ced~r Hill Cemetery. The committal was there read by Bishop Williams,
who also gave the benediction; and the rest
of the service, by the Rev. Mr. Knight,
of the Church of the Incarnation; the sentence
"I heard a voice from Ileaven,"

being sung to a simple chant.
Thus all that was mortal of President Jackson was committed to the ground, to wait for
the sound of " the voice of the archangel and
the trump of God." It remains for us to
give a brief sketch of his life and labors for
the college, and to say, very iinperfectly, a
few words which may indicate how highly he
was esteemed among us. The one and the
other of these sad duties will be performed,
we hope, before long, by an abler pen than
ours.
ABNER JACKSON was born November 4th,
1811, near Washington, Pennsylvania, and
there his boyhood was spent. He fittea" for
college at We3t Alexandria, Pennsylvania,
and in 1828, entered Washington College,
Washington, where he remained two years.
He left that institution with the intention of
studying law, and took charge of the acad•
emy at Mead ville, where he remained for a
year and a half. It was during that time
that he resolved to become a member of the
Episcopal Church and (probably) to study for
Holy Orders. Wishing to be educated at an
Episcopal college, he declined the flattering
offers which were made him in Pennsylvania,
and came to Hartford, where he became a
student in Washington (now Trinity) College
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in 1833 ; and though he might easily have Metaphysics. He accepted the position;
entered the Sophomore claBB, yet, with the idea but having a leave of absence until the end
of thoroughneBB which always guided his of the first term, he went to Europe for sevmind, he determined to begin as a Freshman. eral months, and did not enter upon his du.At the end of the second term, he stood at ties here until the opening of Trinity term,
the head of his class; and he maintained that 1868. Since that time he has been actively
position throughout his college course, taking engaged in the work of administration and
the oration of first- honor at Junior Exhibi- instruction. The summers of 1872 and 1873
tion, and the Valedictory at Commencement. were spent abroad, the time being chiefly devolmmediately on his graduation, August 3, ted to the study of architecture and preparation
1837, he was appointed a Tutor in the co Hege; of plans for the new college buildings.
and a year later, he was made Adjunct ProDr.Jackson received the honorary degree of
fessor of Ancient Langi1ages, with the under- Doctor in Divinity from his Alma Mater in
standing, we believe, that he would devote a 1858, soon after his election to the Presidency
year or more to the collection of funds for of Hobart College ; and that of Doctor of
the college. In August, 1840, he was appoint- Laws from Columbia College .in 1866. We
ed the first Professor of Intellectual and Moral find from records that he was ordained DeaPhilosophy, and he held this position until con at Middletown, September 2, 1838; and
he resigned in June, 1858. From 1837 Priest at Hartford, May 13, 1847.
to 1849, he was Librarian of the colAFTER giving this sketch of his life, we
lege; from 1839 or 1840 to 1852, he need hardly say that President Jackson was a
lectured on hemistry; and during a consid- man of wide scholarship and generous attainerable period of the time between 1840 and ments. He was versed in the study of the
Professor Stewart's resignation in 1856, he problems which are discussed by metaphysitaught a large part, if not al 1, of the Latin cians ; he was not a stranger to the exact
in the college course, though he had no title sciences; the field of literature was one
in the department of Ancient Languages. which he had largely explored, and from
His connection with the department of which he had gathered many precious fruits ;
Mathematics was only as tutor, though at one and the external world had for him an intertime (we think in 1841 or 1842) arrange- est which it can have for none who have not
ments were made for appointing him to that attempted to search out its secrets. In fact,
chair, which would have been completed if he studied carefully both nature and man.
the person who was desired to take his place Thus he gained a breadth of sympathy which
in Ethics and Metaphysics had been willing was felt by all with whom he had to deal, into accept the position.
asmuch as he was able to show a real interest
In 1858, Dr. Jackson was elected to the in their work, of whatever kind it was.
Pr sidency of Hobart College, Geneva, New
He held firmly to what he believed to be
York. He held that office, together with the valuable in the old methods of thought and
Startin Profe rship of the Evidences of of teaching, while yet he was never unwilhristianity, until 1867.
ling to learn from the present, to serve his
On June llt):t, 1867, a meeting of the own generation, or even to sacrifice his perTrustees of Trinity College was held in New sonal wishes to a conviction of that which
Haven, where a large number of them were would be for the best interests of those who
in attendance on a convention, and Dr. Jack- were to come after him. He learned to set a
son was unanimo!1Bly chosen President of the high estimate upon human nature as the
college and Hobart Professor of Ethics and work of God, and as redeemed by Christ,
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and to trust men even though he was sometimes disappointed by them. And he had
the bravery and the patience which, as it
seems to us, the teacher of young men
e pecially needs to appeal to the- future,
and to feel certain that, in the case of every
noble effort and every honest and self-deny-

ing labor, '' the end

wm crown the work."

the words of a heathen poet said over his
grave; he looked for more than to be an example ; we hope for something better than
life : " They that be wise shall shine as the
brightness of the firmament; and they that
turn many to righteousness as the stars for
ever and ever."
RESOLUTIONS OF THE FACULTY.

He knew how to slww himself kind witl10ut At a meeting of the faculty of Trinity
yielding compliance to mere feeling; generous College, holden April 22d, 1874, the followin judgment without danger of becoming in- ing resolutions were adopted:different to principle; and willing to listen to Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father
suggestions while yet he could not be moved
to call to Himself the Rev. Abner Jackfrom what he believed to be his duty. Scruson, D. D., LL. D., the president of Trinity
pulously conscientious in the use of time, he
Co11ege; therefore
was ready to o-ive his time to those to whom . Resowed, That, while we bow in snbmisosion to the divine will, we deeply mourn the
he could be of service; and never intrusive death of one who for nearly half his life conas regarded matters on which young men are scientiously devoted his talents and strength,
often unwilling to speak openly with their in all the academic positions to which he was
elders, he knew well, and he taught others called in this college, to the advancement of
to know, the value to the soul of the "word the best interests of his alma mater.
Resolved, That we, his associates in the
spoken in season. "
In his life he set an example of obedience to departments of instruction and government,
will ever cherish the memo:ry of our friend,
duty and of earnest self-sacrifice; and the wide who not only won our sincere esteein by his
influence which he gained over undergradu- varied attainments, his ripe scholarship and
ates and others was nobly used, and it cannot faithful teaching, and his earnestness in the
cease till . time shall end. He was fond of cause of hristian education, but also secured
h
· 11 · our affection by his amiableness of character,
speaking of the way in whic ' especia Y m his urbanity of manner, and his kindness of
academic bodies, no life and no influence can heart.
ever be lost, because the life is continuous
Resowed, That we will wear the usual
and the influence permanent, each being badge of mourning for the remainder of the
passed on from one generation to another, academic year.
.
nd quickening and controlling those who . Resowed, That these resolutions be recorded
a
·d
·th
f th benefit or of •in the minutes of the fact~lty, that a copy .of
may 1iave no i ea e~ e~ 0
e
.
the same be forwarded to the family of the
the source fro1? whi~h it comes. It will ce~- deceased,·and that they be published in the
tainly be so with hi~ own character and his city papers.
own influence. They have become a part of :
From the record: Attest,
the life of Trinity College, the heritage of all
SAMUEL HART, Secretary.
who shall hereafter enjoy its privileges ; and to
TESTIMONIAL FROM THE STUDENTS.
all generations we shall · have reason to be
At a meeting of the undergraduates of
thankful that Dr. Jackson lived and taught 'Trinity College, holden April 22d, 1874, the
and prayed and died in this college. His life following testimouial1 expressive"of their grief
is to us an example:
at the death of the Rev. Almer Jackson, D. D .,
"Hoc opus, hoe studium parvi properemus et ampli,
LL. D., president of the college, was adopted:Si patria~ volumus, si n_?bis vivere earl."
We, the students of Trinity College, desire
But we cannot leave him thus with merely ;to express our heavy and heartfelt sorrow at
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the loss which has befallen us in the death of
our good and ·much beloved president. We
shalf never forget his guiding care, his Christian counsel, and his constant, kindly interest
in everything that pertained to our temporal
and s:piritual welfare. He has been to us a
wise, faithful, and patient teacher, a true friend,
and a loving pastor. We have been instructed,
stayed, and helped by his words; we have been
encouraged and led on by his pure and perfect hristian example. A son of our loved
alma mater, he was therefore not only our
president, but also a brother, aud could enter
all the more fully into our feelings and interests as students. His gentleness of manner
added a charm to the wealth and ripeness of
his scholarly attainments, and his life, in all
its relations to us, was one whose beauty, nobleness, and elevating power will never cease
to exert an influence upon our future Ii ves.
From the record. Attest,
WILLIAM E.
URTis, J &., Secretary.
TESTIMONIAL FROM THE ~ENIOR CLASS.

The class of 1874, having been under the
personal instruction of Dr. Jackson in the
department of ethics and metaphysics during
the whole of the current academic year,
thought it not unfit that they should record a
special testimonial of regret at his death; and
the following wus adopted : W e, the members of the Senior class of
Trinity College, do hereby desire to express
our deep sense of the affliction which has fallen upon us in the death of our beloved president and instructor.
Knowing that the ways of Providence are
inscrutable, let us· not seek to learn why one
so strong has been stricken down in his
strength; let us rather be glad that the stroke
has fallen on one whose life has been useful,
whose example was ever on the side of truth,
and who has constantly striven to do that
portion of his Master's work which has fallen
to his hand.
As it was our privilege to be closelJ connected with him during the present year, we
have learned to value him as a wise counsellor, and to love him as a faithful friend ; we
therefore sympathize most d~eply with his
bereaved relatives and friends.
From the .-ecord : Attest,
J. D. HuRn, Secretary.

J
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TESTIMONIAL FROM HOBART OOLLEG~.

The faculty of Hobart College, having
been informed of the death of the Rev. Abner Jackson, D. D., LL. D., president of
Trinity College, placed on record this testimony of their profound sorrow at his untimely loss :
In his decease society has been deprived of
one of its most bright and accomplislied
members, education has lost one of its mo.st
earnest and laborious promoters, and the
church has been bereft of one of its most
faithful, consistent and ener~etic priests.
As a scholar President Jackson was distinguished by his industry, his careful use vf
time, his accurate knowledge, and his souud
and extensive acquirements. As a writer, his
productions were marked by depth and
breadth of thought, by clearness and precision of method and diction, and by earnestness of tone which evinced his intere3t in his
work. As an instructor he gained the respect of his pupils by his ability, his learning,
his :fidelity, and his skill in imparting knowledge. As an administrator he devoted all
his powers with unflagging energy and untiring perseverance to tne di8charge of the
trust imposed upon him. As a friend, he
was known for his sincerity, his cordialitv,
his disinterestedness, and an indescribable
grace which won the hearts of all that enjoyed the privilege of his friendship, who
will long lament. the loss of a man so true, so
honest, so upright, so. simple-minded, so filled
with all the sentiments, affections, and principles which adorn the character and inspire
the respect, regard and reverence of associates.
For nine years president of this college, he
devoted the best years of his life to advance
her interests and incl'ease her prosperity.
With grateful recollection, we. place on
record that under his administration the
chapel was built, the ehaplaincy and two professorships endowed, the Ayrault scholarships
founded, the Cobb prizes instituted, and large
additions made to the general endowmentnoble monuments among us of his life and
labors here.
In tendering to our bereaved brethren of
Trinity College, and to the family of our late
associate, the assurance of ou~ profound sympathy with them, and our own grief at the
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loss we have sustained in common, we t1.re
:fully mindful of those divine consolations
which are given us, especially at this Easter
season, for all who like him '' rest from their
]abors and their works do follow them."
A copy of this minute shall be sent to his
family, and to the faculty of Trinity College;
and ~t shall be publi8he~ in. the church papers,
and m the papers of this village.
CHARLES D. VAIL Regu,trar.
Hobart College, April fOth, is?'4.
A meeting of the executive committee of
the society for the Increase of the Ministry was held at Hartford on the 22d of April,
1874. The Rev. Dr. John A. Paddock was
called to the chair, and the Rev. F. D. Harriman was appointed secretary of the meeting.
On behalf of the committee, the Rev. Dr.
Alex. Burgess presented the following minute, which, on motion of the Rev. Dr. Gallaudet, was unanimously adopted, and ordered
to be entered upon the records:
MINUTE.

The Rev. Abner Jackson, D. D., LL. D.,
for a long period a prominent director of this
society and associate upon the executive
commit.tee has been called from the service
of the Lord on earth to the rest prepared for
His people.
His · ministrations for the society both in
preaching and in other execution of its trustsespecially for the last seven years, have been
abundant, and are gratefully recorded and
acknowledged; his attendance at its meetings
and at the sessions of its committees has almost never failed, except during his absence
from the country ; his judgment has been
found uniformly trustworthy; his heart has
held closely the valued interests of the society
and its scµolars; his intercourse with his associates is preserved in most pleasant remembrance.
The committee hereby register thanks to
the Lord for the pure heart, the guileless
character, the saintly graces, the rich talents,
the steadfast good example and the devoted
]abors of this His servant, placed by him in
high and important posts, and now released
from earthly responsibilities.
" His works do follow him," and are his
beautiful and lasting monument.
(Signed,)
THOMAS R. PYNCHON,
Secretary of the executive committee.

.MINOR MATTERS.
'fHE IVIES.

One by one. the Class I vies are disappearing, and our walls will soon be bare of them.
Students seem to think that, because we are
to have new 0()'rounds and new buildings
1

•

•

•

'

there 1s no need of preservmg anythmg we
possess. The I vies, although unsightly in
winter, are very beautiful in summer, and
add a great deal to the attractiveness of the
college. Besides, they are the mementos of
classes that have long since graduated, and
do not deserve the wholesale destruction
which they are meeting. Every week or so
one is ruined, and in a short time all will be
gone.
OOLLEGE MEETING.

During the latter part of last month an enthusiastic meeting of the college was held in
the Cabinet. Its object was to secure funds
for the Crew. Many patriotic speeches were
made, urging the students to lend their hearty
cooperation in sustaining the boating interest.
A communication was :received
from Prof. Brocklesby saying that he regretted
not being able to be present. Prof. Holbrooke was then called upon, and addressed
the meeting. His remarks were loudly applauded. Twenty-eight new members were
added to the boat cl n b. We are glad to see
this revival in boating matters. The crew
cannot of themselves bear all the expense of
getting ready for the regatta, but should be
supported, at least in part, by the students.
THE CREW.

The Orew consists of Messrs. J. D. McKennan, of the Sophomor.e class, captain, W.
F. Morrisson of the Senior class, H. M.
Hooper and W. J. Rol,erts of the Junior
class, H. 0. Du Bois, of the Sophomore class,
and S. D. Hooker, of the Freshman class.
Their average age is twenty-two years.
Their average weight is 174 lbs., (with winter
clothes.) Of course this will be materially
reduced after three months training. Their
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average height is exactly six feet. They
have selected No. 65 College Street as their
boarding place, and commenced dieting
about the first of the month. They have
been actively at work in the gymnasium for
the last seven weeks, and are now on the
river. The shells have been put in thorough
repair. The Crew will row at Saratoga in
the same boat they used at Springfield. It
was undoubtedly the best one there, and it
would be hard to get a better. A second
crew bas been formed, and we may expect
some lively races.
DA.NIEL PRATT.
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The member stood it as long as he could, and
then sallied forth to disperse the mob. The
Freshmen, deeming discretion the better part
of valor, fled precipitately. But when the
member, after having caught one or two unfortunates, retired, they re-assembled and
again made night hideous with their howls.
This was more than human nature was able
to bear. A prof. appeared. The sight of the
vociferous Freshmen fired his soul. He
thought of the battles of the Pygmies and the
Cranes, and how easy a matter it would be to
swoop down and gobble up a few of the Freshies. The prof. charged; the Freshmen vanished, and the only prey the prof. secured
was an immense tin washtub which had been
converted into a squeedunk. The same night
unknown persons painted the chapel pillars
after the fashion of a barber's pole. It is
said that the Faculty suspect the Freshmen,
and, as they cannot find out who did it, the
Freshmen wi11 be fined the cost of repainting them.

Daniel has commenced his annual spring
visitations. The old fellow looks somewhat
more seedy this year than he did last. He
gave a lecture on "Mind, the Capital of the
World," a few evenings ago in the gymnasium. He was a little disgusted with the
sma11ness of the collection, and objected
greatly to its being counted. Daniel says that
the worry and vexation to which he is subTHF GYMNASIUM.
jected whenever he comes here is enough to
The Gymnasium has been rarely more freconfuse a bedbug. He appeared on the Campus next day, and repeated his lecture. He quented than at present. The college carthinks of stumping the state in the cause of penter was sent to Yale to look at the rowtemperance.
ing-weights, and see if ours could be bettered.
A Yale weight was put np, but was not so
SOPHOMORE DANCE.
The Sophomores have finally determined popular as the old ones either with the crew
to celebrate their escape from Analytics by a or the students at large. After a trial of some
dance. We thought we should have some- time it has been abandoned. The only
thing like a return to the old way. Dances change that has been made in the weights is
have become terribly stale. We hoped that that the rails on which the seats slide have
this recently introduced custom of having a been lengthened, and the weights placed fardance in the place of the old " Burning of ther apart. The " Hartford Nine" has made
Analytics" was going to die out. It seems, arrangements to work in the gymnasium for
however, to have taken a new lease of life. two or three hours every day.
THE IVY.
There is a rare chance for some class to imThe Committee engaged in getting out the
mortalize itself by taking a new departure.
Iey are busily at work, and we may expect it
Seventy-seven take notice.
certainly before Olass Day. The Committee
MUSIC A.ND PA.INT.
The Freshmen, ~ few nights since, having would be very thankful for any help in the
provided themselves with various and nonde- way of advertisements, etc. It is a pretty
script musical instruments, proceeded to sere- difficult matter to get firms to advertise in
nade one of the members of the Faculty. such hard times.
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COLLEGE ANJJ CAMPUS.
With this number the TABLET comes before
you as a '' College paper " the first time for
several years. The board were thrown into a
state of confusion last month by the reception
of a letter from Mr. J. H. Brocklesby, offering his r~signation as managing editor: Mr.

B. stated that 'his professional duties were
such that he was unable to give the time
which the management of the paper required,
and that he was thus compelled, with much
reluctance, to offer his resignation. The pQsition has since been assumed by Mr. C. C.
Bulkley, of the class of '75, with whose assistance the board hope to make the TABLET a
high-toned college paper, to conduct it in
the interest of the College, an exponent of
the views of the Faculty and students. Being then managed and conducted entirely
by under-graduates, we come before you as a
"College paper."
Easter has come and gone, and with it
chapel at eight instead of half-past. The
change came the following Wednesday morning, but the silvery tones of that "old college
bell" did not come sweetly to our expectant
ears at the usual hour for ringing the early
bell, half-past six. We wondered what was
the matter, and even more so when eight came
and no bel1 to call us to chapel. Soon the
cause was apparent when we saw the anxious
Profs. hurry toward Seabury with crowbars,
hatchets, axes, etc. They worked ha.rd, but
more than three-quarters of an hour passed
before they got the old bell ringing again,
although Prof. Jim did drag his fabled dinner bell from its honored reti~ement, and
slowly wander from hall to hall endeavoring,
alas I how vain]y, to allure the students into
chapel.
The trick, for the bell had been tampered with, was well planned and daringly
carried out. The plan was matured some
two months ago, and the intervening time has
been used in obtaining the requisite number
of keys, the impressions of which they first
had to obtain: All the keys were finished
and everything was in readiness about the
middle of March, bat the originators of the
scheme waited until the morning when the
spring change came, hoping thus to throw the
faculty into confusion and have a few cats.
After the schemers had once gotten into the

chapel loft they locked the door on the third sounds at all hours of these .Pleasant spring
floor behind them, and left the key in the days with the shouts of aspiring base ballists.
lock. They then forced the remaining locks, Our nine is not so good as that of last year,
and, bringing false keys into requisition, they 'tis true, hut tbe boys show a disposition that
soon stood before "the old chapel bell." It means something, and now that they have the
was about three in the morning, and the pale Hartford Club to play with, we may reasonrays of the moon streamed between the slats ably expect something of them ere the close
in the old tower on the old bell and on the of the season.
~ilent group surrounding it. How noiselessWe would cal1 the attention of our subly they moved around, trembling at every scribers to the article published elsewhere on
little noise, imagining the faculty were the Lemon Squeezer. The writer puts the
coming. It was but the labor of a few mo- matter in rather a strong light, but seems to
ments to muffle the clapper and . then- the have the requisite documents to rely on.
old bell was as silent and powerless as death. Persona11y we cannot vouch for anything, but
They then retraced their steps and filled t11e would be most happy to hear from any of our
entry way full of the books which were stow- friends in '74, giving their opinion on the
ed in the loft, piling as many as twelve or subject. If any one would like to hear who
fifteen hundred against the door. After all the writer is, let him by all means a8k t1ie
was finished they got down through the ven- editors who will, no doubt, be most happy to
tilator in the ceiling of the old A threnenm en lighten him.
Library, but now used as Prof. Huntingdon's
recitation room, and were soon safely in their
rooms.
B.ASE B.ALL.
The trick was well carried out and does an
A ba1l club has been organized, and a nine
honor to the originators as also to the men
chosen.
From what we have seen we should
who carried it out. Such a proce~ding as
this is in no way dishonorable,- little or no judge it to be quite a strong one. Two or
damage was done, while it is at the same three practice games have been played with
time a source of great pleasnre and enjoyment the Hartfords, and although they resulted, of
course, in our being beaten, yet the nine
to both faculty and students.
No changes of any importance l1ave taken made a good many fine plays. With a little
place in and around College during the last more work it will undoubtedly be more sucmonth. Pres. Jackson is still very sick, his cessful in its contests with amateurs.
duties meanwhile being assumed by other ,- - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - members of the Faculty. Considerable specNEW YORK, Apri 1, 1874.
ulntion is arising as to who will be selected
To
THE
EnIToR
oF
THE TRINITY TABLET:at the coming Commencement to fill the
Latin chair. It is a matter which is very ; While perusing a recent number of your
closely connected with the welfare of the valuable journals we were struck by the con•
College, and it is to be hoped the trustees trast between the feelings which animate the
may be enabled to make a worthy selection. undergraduate-breast of to-day, and the sentiGreen blades are already peeping forth here inents and opinions held in the times when
and there over the campus, the ivies have we were counted among those official characcommenced to bud on the college walls, tell- ters composing the TABLET editorial board,
ing us of approaching revi ws, annuals, and- and spoke loftily of " the sanctum," and bore
a long list of conditions. The Campus re- tbe burden and heat of the literary battle
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which was fou~ht monthly, previous to the
publication of the variously-condemned,
praised and snubbed TABLET.
Time was, when, at the .shrine of College
ustom the student knelt with feelings of
reverence and respect, but what can we say
of the present i How can we ever find
excuse sufficient to cover the growing neglee.t
or rather the utter ignoring of those customs
of college-life which have stood for years as
pleasant landmarks of the term-journey i
Junior Exhibition died a natural death long
ago, and the eventful occasions at old "Touro
Hall" live only in memory, or are brought
to mind by a sight of the programmes in
which the daring and proverbially reckless-though not always witty-" Soph." perpetrated jokes at the expense of his Junior foe.
The " Burning of Conics " is a tradition :
and though at one time the custom was abolished by order of the Faculty, yet we are
proud to say it was worthily revived by '65
in the "Burning of Analytics," and with
varied fortune has been maintained until this
year.
Class-Day with its primitive celebration by
speeches from the President and members of
the Faculty, as they were individually called
on at their residences by _the graduating class,
has of late been recognized .as a holiday and
has been marked by exercises. The old
game of h foot-ball" has· been done away
with, and this custom once maintained by the
efforts of Sophomores and Freshmen has, we
regret to say, been abolished ; but out of
memory to the deceased, a holiday was at
one time granted, and was known under the
somewhat striking (not kicking t) sobriquet of
"Compensation Day," a time in which everybody was,. as a general thing, acti ,·ely engaged
in doing nothing.
The once-brilliant custom of illuminating
the college buildings on Washington's Birthday, is partially dead. This, however, is due, we
understand, to cruel-hearted and unapprecia-.
tive insurance parties, the illumination occur-

ring but once in four years, though the day is
yearly observed in part, by literary exercises.
Recently somebody happened to discover
that the College had a Birthday, and '' Natal
Day " has accordingly been reckoned, if not
in the college calendar, at a.JI events in that
of the student as a proper time for celebration ;
and how, Mr. Editor, is the day observed i
Chiefly by that exhilarating exercise, a dance !
This species of festi vjty is fast usurping the
place of other and more fitting means of
marking the observance of college customs,
and is, we think, a matter of no small regret.
Not, Mr..Editor, that we consider colloge life
one prolonged and never-ending "occasion
of great solemnity," far from it : we take
kindly to the sentiment and appreciate fully
the meaning conveyed in the words of that
good old song:" Come let us laugh and sing,

And let us merry be,
And loudly let our voices ring
Through good old Trinity."

But thiS- everlasting dancing as a proper
method of observing times set apart for collegiate celebration appears farcical. Cannot.
something be done to reform this education of
the heels to the exclusion of the head i Doe8
Trinity seek indeed to ennoble herself among
the institutions of the country as the "Dancing College of America i" Upon the grave
of buried Analytics the under-graduate danceth, he gyrates on the occasion of the College's recurring birthday: in memory of George
Washington he waxes the gymnasium-floor,
while Class-Day brings glorious opportunity
to dance, dance, dance ye gods t The glorious old " Grand Tribunal" leads many a man
"a dance," though the measures ar~ not as
pleasing as others, while the mysterious llo
llai llmr indulges in " mazes" delightful.
To dances as dances and to b3lls as balls we
do not object so seriously, Mr. Editor, be they
occasional ; but the idea of substituting the
almighty dance for the becoming exercises
which should mark college celebrations is, to
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say the least, awarding to established custom the subject says :-" The judgment of the
but a meagre respect. Shal1 we, sir, read, class of '73 in coming to the above decision
among future requirements for admission to has been biased by no local influence or class
co11ege, thorough acquaintance with the waltz feeling. The existing supposition that the
and perfect mastery of the Boston ? Through Lemon Squeezer is and will be the property
your columns, sir, the minds (and possibly the of the odd classes, yon see to be incorrect.
feet) of the dance-adoring under-graduate can Your class · has exhibited a more perfect
be reached, and if they have not already erganization than any in college. You have
beome hardened beyond recovery, if it is not sought in many ways to advance the interests
too late to sound a warning note, we sincerely of the students and college, and have displayed
trust you will use every means in your power an impartiality in your class appointments
and actions, all of which tend to make up
to mitigate this dancing evil.
CusToM.
those requisites which the recipients of the
Lemon Squeezer were originally intended to
have.
We therefore most earnestly hope
THE LEMON SQUEEZER.
that you, in handing it down to future classes,
Through the kindness of one of our Senior will be influenced by 'the same considerations
friends we are enabled to give some informa- that have helped us to our decision."
tion on the Lemon Squeezer subject slightly (1) · It is thus seen on what conditions '74
in advance of the time intended.
received the Squeezer, whether justly or not
At a class meeting held in the Atheneum we do not pretend to say; but we do say that
Room Satnrday morning, April 11th, 1874, the class of '74 has allowed a mean spirit of
this subject of the presentation of the "local influence and class feeling" to bias
Squeezer was touched upon, and in our them, and in so doing has broken faith with
it1formant's words, "after a long and spirited the class of '73. We do not say that there is
discussion Mr. Smyth moved that it be pre- any class in college that deserves the Lemon
sented to '76, which was finally carried."
queezer more than '76, but we do say that
It has been a foregone conclusion· as to in refu~ing to take the standard on which
what class the Squeezer was to descend next; they received it as the one fo1· bestowmg it,
neve1·theless we beg leave to congratulate '76 they have treated most sha1~efully the conon this honor, and hope it may l,e "a thing siderations due to '73.
of beauty and a joy fore·rnr."
A remarkable spirit of forethought must
The decision, however, was not made on bave led the Secretary of '73 to pen his episthe same conditions which '74 received it. tle as he did; for it will be borne in mind
We say this without fear of contradiction, that last spring a report was prevblent in and
and, if necessary, can produce the requisite about college that '74- would give a" grand
documents. When the claims of '75 were Junior promenade." .They were to have one
being pressed by some of their supporters it of the largest halls in town, to have a band
was moved, says our' informant, that the con- ·from New York, and in fact throw the
ditions on which they received it be made "Sophomore Dance," then in preparation by
the basis of the determination this year; hut '75, completely in .the shade. In fact, to such
this motion was finally lost when Mr. Smyth 'a degree had this idea become prevalent, that
made the motion above, which, " after a long a member of '73 informed us last year that it
and spirited discussion was carried." But was one thing that made them give the
what does this mean?
queezer to '74. Thie seems then to have
The Secretary of '73, in his letter to '74 on been one of the numerous articles to be clasei-
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appointed to look into the matter. According to his description, the rooms for the students are so arranged that if those in one section are burned out the men in the section
next them can and will feel no effects from
the devouring clement, though so near them.
On each floor of a section are to live four students, two of whom occupy a parlor on the
one side of the section, with the bed-rooms,
coal-closets, etc~, belonging to it, while the remaining two occupy another room similarly
provided and directly opposite. Two bedrooms, separate for sanitary reasons, are
attached to each parlor, or study if yon prefer, which are to be furnished with all the
modern improvements in regard to gas, washstands, and other conveniences.
The arrangement for heating the study consists of a peculiar kind of grate fastened into
the chimney, by which the ·cumbersome stoves
are banished, a stronger and healthier heat
radiated, and a more cheerful look given to
TH.E' NEW BUILDINGS.
the room and the furniture therein. A de- ·
Students in college and people outside are scription of this future wonder-worker would
awaiting earnestly the return of Mr. Kimball certainly be very interesting; but we are sorry
from Europe, ~here he went to obtain the to admit that, through inattention and a
plans a_nd specifications, provided with which faulty memory, the power to repeat the Docthe builders are to commence on the new tor's description is Jost. The plan to be purbuildfogs. The last catalogue informed us, sued in constructing the other buildings is,
that after the gentlem~n's return in the we believe, not decided on ; but if it is we
spring, preparations for work would be made, assure our readers that the most strenuous
and as soon as accurate estimates could be exertions we are capable of were not such as
procured from American workmen, carpenters would unearth anything more than that the
and masons, the foundations of some of the whole plan may be changed in some of the
buildings would be laid. Still further were minor details. These detail~ probably inwe informed that the buildings would be elude such ornaments as the fountain in the
ready for occupancy in the spring of the year Chapel quad., the large clock on one of the
1877. This is without doubt the pleasantest towers, and the cast-iron steeple, minaret, or
thing the men of '77 could hear, for the whatever it is called, upon the Laboratory.
change from the rooms which they inhabit Possibly the lamp-posts, terraces, fancy grassnow, to the splendid apartments in the stu- plots, benches under the trees, etc., may come
dents quad. is something very desirable, anci'. under this head; if they do the students will
tor which they should be very thankful to the have to give them up, though it were like
energy and exertion of President Jackson, , te'lring their hearts from their bosoms. In
who has done more for the proposed build- regard to the Observatory it is very uncertain
ings than any other man on the committee whether that building is classed under the

fied under " Yon have sought by many ways
to advance the interests of the students and
college." But at the same class meeting at
which the Jetter, tendering the" time-honored
Lemon Squeezer" was read, the class of'74 determined to maintain'' a more perfect organization than any in college;" and recognizing the
folly of h·aving a number of useless committees on hand, ca11ed up the one on the " grand
Junior promenade," and, without asking
them for any report, discharged them. Comments on such an action are unnecessary.
The" G. J.P." was, as was snspected around
co1lege at the time, a miserable swindle, a
hoax gotten up to deceive '78. And right
well did it do its work; for as soon as the
Lemon Sq neezer was secured the committee
was discharged, without any report whatever,
and the" G. J.P." was numbered with the
misty traditions of the past.

J
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head of "necessary" or "unneceasM"!J," in
fact we may say that the Observatory and
Amphitheatre stand very nearly on a par in
this matter. The former is something beyond our comprehension, for when we stand
and gaze upon the present structure, from
whose giddy height we have never, for some
unknown reason, been able· to look out into
space, our imagination, the sense of the sublime, and all the other faculties within us,
are totally unable to give us an idea of what
the future structure must be ; it will be
enough for us if, as graduates, we can behold
this wonder.
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month by month, paying nothing for it, and
from this fact, committing robbery, on a small
scale no doubt, but still robbery!
The forcible collection of the money is
stopped by one single law, and will you hide
yourselves behind it i

PERSONALS.

STOUGHTON, '38, is enjoying· a calm and
retired life at Lansinghugh, New York.
N ICHOLs, '39, has charge of a large and
flourishing parish in Hoosac Falls, N. Y.
DE ZEND, '40, is curate of one of Pennsylvania's model churches in Carbondale.
STONE, '44, has taken charge of a parish in
".DUNNING."
Newark, Deleware.
It has always been the too frequent duty
JAoKsoN, '45, has a large and extensive
of the editors of the TABLET to " dun " the farm in La Grange, Tenn.
students for their subscriptions, and we proTowLEs, '46, since graduation has been
pose now to dun to some purpose. The hard at work as a planter in Genevia, Kendelay in getting out the March number, and tucky.
consequently this, was owing entirely to the
W oLooTT, '47, practices medicine in Utica,
want of funds in the hands of the managing N. Y.
editor, and remember the managing editor
DRIGGS, '40, is at present engaged as agent
was not a student.
of the American Pin Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Every man in college feels and says that Has married and has three children.
we should edit and publish a paper setting . HASELL, '49, after an eventful life as civil
forth the viewo of the students. Yet this engineer, has at length settled down as senior
very same man when asked to pay his sub- member of the house of B. D. Hasell & Co.,
scription bill excuses himself at the time un-· General Railway Agents, &c., New York.
der plea of an empty purse, saying, however,
BRANDT, '49, is convalescent after a longthat he will have some nioney very soon and continued and prostrating illness. He resides
then the bill shall be settled ; but in some way in Alexandria, Va.
or other the 'bill is not paid. Now this sort of
SA WYER, '50, is teaching at Delhi, New
a thing must be ended; we don't want prom- York, where he has charge of a very large
ises to pay, we do want cash, and cash we school.
must have. We are not appealing to you as
VAN ZANDT, '51, was recently elected Lieustudents, inspired, forsooth, with a lofty de- tenant Governor, Rhode Island.
sire to help on the institutions of the Alma
ROBERTSON, '54, succeeds remarkably weH
Mater, because there are a very few of you as an engineer in his new home at Scranton,
who are capable of such inspiration, and a Pa.
still smaller number who act up to it; but as
CLAPP, '5-5, has married and settled down
men who have entered into a business con- in Greenfield, Mass.
tract, who are _receiving a readable paper
PoNn, '58. Hon. Charles M. Pond has
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been elected State Senator from the Hartford
district.
DAVIES, '60, is engaged in the insurance
business, New York City.
CoGGES'lALL, '65, has charge of a mission~
Centritl Falls, R. I.
BRYAN'r, '70, is teaching in a boarding
Pchool at Thompsonville, Connecticut.
HunsoN, '71. Robert Hudson has resigned
his charge at Binghampton, N. Y., to accept
a chaplaincy in the U. S. Navy.
PEcK, '71, paid us a short visit of two or
three days while on his way home for vacation. Seems to ~njoy teaching and works
hard to send students to Trinity, though his
efforts so far have not been rewarded.

PARTICLES.
An intoxicated Freshman who tried for ten
minutes to pnt on a sheet, thinking it was a
"robe de nuit," concluded that it was a rather
"shiftless" job.-A "Divy " at Berkeley, who
reads the l$sons, astonished the congregation
by informing them that the lesson was in " The
first book of Genesis, commonly called Moses."
-A committee of four was appointed fiome
time ago to confer with the faculty in relation
to having all the recitations in the morning.
What has become of them 9-A gay Junior
who made an engagement with a young
lady for a ce~tain evening, discovered he
had worn his last clean shirt for the two
days preceding~-Freshman's synonym of
" Too t.hin " : " Diaphanous to an un becoming degree."-Freshmen are getting
extravagant; one of them has taken two baths
already this term.-" Viscera " was translated
"bosom friends" in Juvenal, the· other day.
Who did it ¥--Student to Prof: " When
shall I come to make up that lesson i "
Prof: "Any evening after twelve."-An
embryo "Divy" has announced his intention
of going to the Seminary in New York instead
of Middletown. They sell beer at the latter
place at ten cents a glass. We pity Wes-

leyans.-Prof. to Student translating: "No,
sir, that is not right, but your mistake was
very natural. Translators have made the
same error.''-A certain virtuous landlady
says that one of her Freshman boarders must
have a tape worm from the amount he ea.ta.A Junior's lecture book on the . Evidences
of Christianity was headed : " Ex ore
prresidis."-Student reading aloud to his
chum: "The mole with its sunk, and dejected eyes forms- " '' Say, ch nmmie, do you
know what a mole's sunk is 1 I'll be hanged
if I do." He has since been informed.Freshie to Soph. who was theatening to whip
him : " Please restrain yourself, sir, as you
would inflict physical pain."-Student to
Adams : " Where did you Ii ve before you
came to Hartford 1" Mr. Adams: '' In
Pen:nsylvania." Student: "Was it the place
of your nativity 1" Mr. A: "W-e-1-1,
y-e-s, sir, part of the time."-A number of
Seniors are busy on the Tuttle Prize Essay.
The subject this year is "Number and
Quantity as Functions of Physical Law ; "
that of the Chemical, "Photography."One of Heublin's waiters wanted to know:
'' If you students don't do nothing but
sing songs and sling' steins i "'-The most
pious man in the Junior class was heard to
groan " The Devil ! " when given one of
those little examples in Astronomy.-Why
is an electrical apparatUB like a female seminary 1 'Cause it's a "spark " machine.-With
what disease was Prometheus affected i Liver complaint.-A certain worthy Prof. has
but two marks for his recitations. R, recited, and U, unprepared.-A graduate was
strolling up the campus the other day,
when he happened to see Prof. Jim standing
on the chapel porch. Turning to his companion, he exclaimed : " Good Lord ! is old
Jim living still i why, when I was last here,
twenty years ago, he was so old that they had
stopped counting.-Prof. to student: "Who
was Sisyphus i " Student : " He was a man
put in the water up to his neck, and
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had a hard time generally." Prof: "Be
more explicit, sir. In what way ?" S. :
"'Why, he couldn't lick 'er up (liquor up.)"
-Mr. Adams has it again. Boy this time.
Next !-Two of our high church brethren
made arrangements to go to early service
Easter morning, so one went to the other's
door about five o'clock A. M. and finding the
door locked commenced to chant " The Lord
has risen." The other, inside: "He has
risen indeed and hath appeared unto Simon."
Outside: '' Have you got your breeches on
yet, John i "-The eniors have been examined in Animal Physiology and "yet they are
not happy."-We are indebted to Gen. Haw_
ley for copies of speeches made by members
of congress on current questions. They are
very acceptable, but _some of the General's
would be still more so.

OOLLEGE CLIPPING&
The college sent Mark Ward some three
weeks ago, to Saratoga, to make arrangements
for boarding the Dartmouth crews there next
summer. He secured a place near the lake
where the board is to be furnished for $10 per
week, which is 12 less than Springfield rates.
The Saratoga Association promises to erect
boat-houses, construct floats, and convey boats,
etc., from the depot to the lake free of charge.
There is to be a grand stand erected for the
exclusive Hind gratuitous use of all students
whose colleges are represented in the regatta.
Evidently the Saratogans are as determined to
keep the regatta in future years as they were to
get it the present year.-Dartmoutk.
Two strangers, walking to their lodgings last
Sunday evening, were heard to hold forth thusly:
1st Str.-" Well, where did you sit?"
2d Str.-" Oh, I sat on the left-hand side of
the center aisle."
"But whose seat did you sit in P"
"A Mr. Church's."
" ls there any man in this place by the na~e
of Church P"
" There must be, for I saw the name printed
on the hymn-book."-..Argus.
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Prof. Coit Tyler, in his interesting lecture
entitled, "Early Colleges and College Builders,"
relates the following incidents, which he says
took place at Yale :1t should be remembered that for a long time
Latin was the vernacular of the college community. In this language the Faculty and students
were wont to converse. Now among the Professors, there was one, who was somewhat stern
and at times absent-minded. It was his invariable custom, in calling the roll, in reply to an
insufficient excuse, to respond, "Ratio non
sujJicit."
It so happened that a member of the class
named Raymond had recently died. Soon after,
the Prof. in noting those present at recitation,
forgetting the fact of his deceaae, called out Mr.
Raymond. '' Mortua est," explained a student.
"Ratio non sujficit," sternly responded the instructor.
One night a party of students were roaming
through the town bent on pleasure and fun.
At length, they resort.ed to the old device of
changing signs, and hanging them up in ludicrously inappropriate places. But soon finding
themselves pursued by a party of the townspeople, they deemed it ex~dient to retreat to
the college, taking with them one of the signs.
"Hotly pursued and beset," they entered the
room of one of the party where a bright fire was
burning on the hearth. One of them, seizing
the sign, thrust one end up the chimney, and
rested the other on the fire. The others, taking
their Bibles, pretended to be deeply engaged at
their devotions. The towns-people pressed on.
But as they were about to open the door, they
were brought to an abrupt halt, by hearing read
from the Bible the startling words :-" An evil
and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign,
and there shall no sign be given to it, but the
sign of the prophet Jonas !"-Pkilomatkean.
1st Soph. (wisely)-" I heard a tree bark over
yonder." 2d Soph. (not to be outdone)-" That's
nothing, I heard it holler." 1st Sopb.-" Well,
if you had stayed long enough you would have
seen it leave." 2d Soph.-Did it take its trunk
along P" 1st Soph.-" No; it left that for
board."- Pkilomatl1,ean.
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An Oxford undergraduate, in the Scripture
examination, was called upon to mention " the
two instances recorded in Scripture of the lower
animals speaking." He thought for a mom_ei;it
and replied, " Balsam's ass." "That is one,
sir; what is the other?" Undergraduate paused
in earnest thought. At last a gleam of recollection lit up his face as he replied--" 'rhe whale!
The whale said unto Jonah-' Almost thou persuadest me to be a Christian.' "-Ex.
Professor, talking about different punishments
inflicted by the laws, receives an illustration
from a Junior. " When my father was quire
young, they used to hang men for burglary.''
Classmate.-" Was your father hung ?"-Targum.
WAGGISH CRITIC. I like Nilsson better in
" Lncia " than in " Othello."
LOVER OF ROSSINI (with surprise). Indeed.
Why?
W. C. Because I had rather see her Lammermoor than see the Moor lam her.-Magenta.
An English paper has the following: '' To
be sold, an Errard grand piano, the property of
a young lady about to travel in a walnut wood
case with carved legs."-Ez.
SCENE, parlor. Student and la.dy friends.
( The la.dies are great admirers of the opera singer,
.Miss 0--.)
1st Lady. Doesn't she dress becomingly?
Student. Yes.
2d Lady. And so modestly!
Student. Yes.
3d Lady. .And so simply!
Student. Yes.
1st Lady. By the way, how was she dressed
last night?
Student. In tights. ( LadiOII change the sub}ect. )-Magenta.
From the Amherst Student we learn that
Daniel Pratt, G. A. T., C. 0. D ., has reached
that institution on his way to join the temperance crusade. He was received with enthusiasm,
and an ode was im_mediu.tely dedicated to him,
the chort1s of which runs as follows:
OhorUB.
Clang the bassoon-let the kettledrum ring;
Whangdood]e and gong in harmonious song ;
While the clam and nightingale sweetly prolong
The praises of PRATT-Oratorical Kiog I

Upon the arrest of a student, a policeman
testified as foUows: '' He called me a black-leg,
rum-sucker, a brute, a villain, a Brandreth pill
box, and a thief, not honest enough to eat with
a silver fork at my own table, all of which I
certify to be true."-Ouurant.
·Tutor in German-" Verkundigen" means to
announce. Untutored Soph.-" Kundigen" also
means to announce. T.-No, sir. U. S.-Bet
yer a quarter.-Ex.

EXOHANG.EN.
Rarely has the eye of mortal glanced over
such an immense amount of trash and nonsense as that which fills the generality of the
columns of what are termed " College papers,"
but deserve the more appropriate appellation
of " School Boy J onrnals." Here we meet
with attempts at versifying which would
hardly do credit to a ten-year-old boy, there
with vain endeavors to produce articles which
shall excite the wonder of philosophers and
scientists. When will it ever be remembered .,
that College papers are not literary magazines,
and should not be made so, since all such
attempts will but prove futile and vain ~
Now and then a real, original paper comes to
us which does not ape after what is far beyond
it, but contains spicy articles interesting to
all. Such, for example, are the Magenta,
College Olio, Yale Record, and Volante.
.The students of the respective colleges to
which these papers belong support them with
a great deal of enthusiasm and proper pride.
Compare with these the lnstituu, College
Days, and Annalist, and we will be astonished
at the difference. The Virginia Univera-i~
Magazine is one of our best exchanges. It is
issued and printed in a very neat and becoming form and contains very good material.
The .Amlt~rst Student . presents us with a
copy of the famous Whangdoodle Ode dedicated to Daniel Pratt, which is as remarkable
in conception and originality as the Great
American Traveler himself. We give an
extract of the chorus in another column.
What a great pity it is that the College
Spectator did not produce those two interest-
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ing articles on Base Ball and Boating, which GENTS' Fashionable Spring Hats in
might have served to enliven it a little. We
all the latest New York and Philadelphia
might have been then spared the brilliant style Silk Hats made to order on the Broadessays which fil1ed its columns, and have read way and Dunlap block, at
STILLMAN & CO.,
something int resting.
831 MAIN STREET.

PAPERS RECEIVED.

THE OHO/OE OF A PROFESSION.

Acta Columbiana, Annalist, Amherst Student, Bates Student, Berkleyan, Boston University Year Book, Central Collegian, Ool1ege
Mercury, hronicle, College Olio, College
Days, Cornell Times, Col1ege Ar,gus, College
Spectator, Dartmouth, Dalhousie Gazette,
Harvard Advocate, Hesperian St11dent, Institute, Irving Union, Madisonensis, Lehigh
Journal, Magenta, Orient, Philomathean,
Packer Quarterly, Stockholder, Targum,
Tripod, Typographic Mercury, University
Missou.rian, Virginian University Magazine,
Volante, Wi1liam's Review, Yale Courant,
Yale Record.

The attention of Students is invited to the
following publications :
CONSIDERATIONS FOR A YOUNG MAN before
choosing his profession. 4 pp., 18 mo.
THE INWARD CALL TO THE MINISTRY. Being
extracts from the best writers on the subject.
8 pp., 18 mo.
THE CALL TO THE MINISTRY. By the Rev. Wm.
H. Lewis, D. D. pp., 28. 12 mo.
TaE MINISTRY. ITs VALUE AND DIGNJTY. A
Sermon •by the Bishop of Maiue.
Gon's HousE FORSAKEN, A Sermon by the
Bishop of Connecticut.
THE INCREASE OF THE MINISTRY. A Sermon
by the Bishop of Alabama.
THE PEOPLE'S BLESSING OF THE MINISTRY. A
Sermon by the late Bishop of Wisconsin.
THE CHURCH, THE SOURCE AND CENTRE OF
STABILITY. A Sermon by the Rev. W. F.
¥organ, D. D.
This paper, published monthly, is designed to be an MoRE LABORERS NEEDED. A Sermon by the
Bishop of Long Island.
exponent of the views of the
The above will be furnished gratis on appliSTUDENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE, cation to the REV. F. D. HARRIMAN, Hartford
Conn.
and to furnish subscribers with all the
April 9, 1874.
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in form and matter, and will spare no pains to render it
worthy of the favor with which it has hitherto been
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TIFF AN Y €3 CO.,
UNION S~UARE,
LONDON,
29 Argyll St.

N. Y.,

P.ARIS,

GENEVA,

57 Rue Chateaudun.

10

H. S. JENISON,

Boo~ and Job Printing,

Grand Quai.

HANUPAOTUBEB8 OJ'

No. 116 AsvLuM STREET, FosTER BLOCK,

FINE J EWELRY,

H ARTFORD, CONN.

WATCHES, STERLING SILVER WARE,

Wedding and Visiting Cards, Invitations, &c , a

CLASS AND SOCIETY BADGES, RINGS, specialty.
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MEDALS AND PRIZES.

Articles Suitable for Prizes or Presentation
on sale or made to order from appropriate designs.
Particular attention is invited to their

Stationery Department,

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7

ALLYN HOUSE, HARTFORD, CONN.

FANCY .BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS.

Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
In which they have constantly a large and well assorted
stock of Note and Letter Papers, and articles of fine staFurnished in the most recherche style.
tionery Their facilities enable them to furnish prompt1, new and appropriate designs and work of the highest
merit for Reception, Visiting, Invitation, and Ball
WAITERS AND MUSIC Furnished.
Cards, etc.
Arms, Crests, Monograms, etc., engraved on metal m:,vParticular attention given to getting up
or stone. Samples of leading styles of papers, designs,
and estimates furnished upon application.
College " Spreads."

B. BARCH FELD,

College Boot Maker.
He makes good Boots and Shoes.
356 MAIN STREET,
(UP STAIRS.)

The Model Hair Dressing and Bathing Roonis,
No 16 Pratt Street, Hartford, Conn.
BATH TICKETS, 25 cts. FIVE FOR $1.00
Complete In all their appointment. and second to none In New

:iYf~::!.• ofr~i~; :n-J~~e~\~~-the beat modern Improvements, at
J.P. SMITH, Proprietor.

JAMES DANIELS,
DEALER IN

HATCH & TYLER,
60 State Street,
Are now prepared to receive orders for the
best varieties of
LEHIGH, LACKAWANNA AND Vv!LKESBARRE

COALS.
particular att,entwn,paid W tM pre'J)MO,-

twn of coat for .Dmnestw Use.

S tone B ridge D rug Store.
E . s. H IGGI NS & Co.,
. ts dCh

H ATS, CAPS,AND F uRs, D
UMBRELLAS, TRUNKS, TRAV~LING BAGS, ETC.,
rugg1s an
21 3

MAIN STREET,
City Hotel Block,

H ARTFO R D,

-

CONN.

.

em1s

t

S

Dealers i~ First Class D ruggists' G oods,
OF

ALL DESCRIPTIONS,

IMPORTED CIGARS, ALES, WINES, &c.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Tiu Largest Store, and tlu /Jest Stod of Goods to it found 139 Main Street,
in tlu State.
Especial care given to compounding prescriptions.
WE SELL DUNLAP'S HATS,
E. S. HIGGINS.
D. W. TRACY.
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